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Abstract  
          This master thesis was written as a part of the MA in Black Sea Cultural 
Studies of the International Hellenistic University, under the title of “The Cults and 
Sanctuaries in the Southern Black Sea: Hellenistic and Roman Periods”. It basically 
investigates the archaeological, environmental, literary, and numismatic datas within 
individual five chapters, and each one deals with an ancient city. Respectively, the 
chapters include the cities of Heracleia Pontica, Tios, Amastris, Sinope and Amisos. 
As it is understandable from the title, this work focuses on ancient religions and 
temples in the Southern Black Sea coast, in a chronological frame of Hellenistic and 
Roman times. Above all, this study aims to find a proper answer for the research 
question of “Which deities and cults were venerated prominently by the locals and 
the Greeks in the Southern Black Sea cities during the Hellenistic and Roman 
periods?” In the light of the modern, ancient and the most recent sources, we have 
attempted to answer the question in an original genre within the following sections. 
Because, during the archaeological progressions, undiscovered new evidences 
emerge and require new investigations and interpretations, insomuch that they can 
cause to revision occasionally. In this regards, this study was prepared as a 
distinctive example which examines the evidences with a recent perspective, 
benefiting also from the new findings. And it is hoped that this work affords 
assistance for the fothcoming studies.   
Keywords: Hellenistic Period, Roman Period, Southern Black Sea, Cults, 
Sanctuaries, Heracleia Pontica, Tios, Amastris, Sinope, Amisos.  
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Introduction  
          Southern Black Sea coast is a cradle of civilizations, due to hosting of various 
ethnicities, cultures and religions throughout the ages, such as Asia Minor. 
Especially, during the period of the big venture, which is known as the second Greek 
colonization,1 the Black Sea was started to be colonized mostly by the Milesians and 
the Megarians, however, in this adventure they didn’t neglect to bring their cultures 
and deities with them. Because the religion has played an important role in the 
Greek civilization and it was intricately unified with the social, private and daily life, 
as well as in their Southern Black Sea colonies. Thus, a lot of various cults, which 
were mainly Hellenistic, have started to appear on the Southern Black Sea coastal 
Greek cities, insomuch that, some of deities were approved officially and privately 
by Mithridates and the Romans for their pantheon,2 while some of them were being 
venerated in an association with local deities. Even and even, while some of them 
were being used in the purpose of a royal propoganda, some of them were glorified 
as a main deity of the city due to the political and economic conditions and the 
geographic and customary factors.3 Furthermore, severeal santuaries were also built 
to the honour of these deities on the most special and secure places of the cities, and 
numerous votives were dedicated to them as an indication of gratitude.  
          Despite, the Southern Black Sea coastline is a bed of archaeological evidences 
regarding the ancient religious life, the modern literary is bounded with available 
findings and ancient literary. The main reason of this circumstance can be shown as 
a result of the overbuilding by the modern settlements and the scantiness of the 
archaeological excavations. Besides that, there are several genuine studies which are 
dealing with the ancient religions in the Southern Black Sea, but each author 
estimates the findings with his individual perspective and interpretation by all 
means. In this regard, this study was also prepared with an original perspective and 
interpretation in order to investigate the cults and the sanctuaries of the coastal 
Southern Black Sea with an angle of new vision. But particularly this study aims to 
find a proper answer for the research question of “Which deities and cults were 
venerated prominently by the locals and the Greeks in the Southern Black Sea cities 
                                                          
1 Manoledakis M. 2009: 778.  
2 Saprykin 2010: 465.  
3 Öztürk B. 2010b: 38.  
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during the Hellenistic and Roman periods?” In detail, there are five main chapters 
which deal with the ancient cities of Heracleia Pontica, Tios, Amastris, Sinope and 
Amisos respectively, in the time frame of Hellenistic and Roman periods. And this 
work is basically based on archaeological findings, ancient sources and modern 
sources that are primary and secondary in English, Greek and Turkish languages, 
however the ancient sources were prefered as English and Turkish translations due 
to the deficiency of the author in ancient Greek language. Once and for all, the 
conclusion part handles all the verifications of each chapters and punctuates the 
study.  
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Chapter I  
The Cults and Sanctuaries in Heracleia Pontica: Hellenistic and 
Roman Periods  
 
          1. Heracleia Pontica  
          Heracleia Pontica was situated in the ancient Bithynia region, and currently it 
is known as Ereğli that is a district of the modern city Zonguldak. (Figure 1) The 
city is described in the ancient sources as a place where a poisonous herb aconite 
grows up.4 As a consequence of its location, Heracleia Pontica had one of the 
naturally protected harbours of the southern Black Sea, which is quite infrequent in 
the region. Therefore, Heracleia Pontica had been an attraction point for colonists 
and traders. As it is understandable from the name, the city had an apparent relation 
with the famous hero Heracles. On the Anabasis, Xenophon mentions a deep cleft in 
a depth of more than two stadia near Herakleia Pontica.5 Nowadays this deep cleft is 
called as Cehennemağızı Mağraları, and known as one of the place where the 
Herakles captured the Cerberus and brought it back from Hades.6 (Figure 2)   
 
          1.1. An Overview about the History of Heracleia Pontica  
          The foundation of Heracleia Pontica dates to 560 B.C. but there are several 
arguments about the founders of the city. Some sources claim that Herakleia Pontica 
was founded by the Miletians, while the others are claiming a foundation by the 
Megarians and Boeotians.7 On the account of Strabo’s expressions, that are 
indicating the Miletians as the first founders of Herakleia Pontica,8 it can be 
reasonable to consider a double foundation for the city, as happened in Sinope and 
Amisos. However there is no evidence in order to prove the existance of the Miletian 
                                                          
4 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.7.  
5 Xenop. Ana. 6.2.2-3.  
6 Öztürk B. 2010a: 507; Ogden D. 2013: 68.  
7 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1403-1404.  
8 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.4.  
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settlement yet, and some city inscriptions which were written in Megarian dialect, 
point out to the Megarians as the founders of the city.9    
          As we have learned from the ancient sources, before the colonization of 
Herakleia Pontica, a local tribe called Mariandynoi was dwelling in the region,10 and 
they were pushed to serve as slaves and sold domestically by the colonists.11 This 
pushing could be after the overthrown of the democracy and its alteration with the 
oligarchy in the first half of the 5th century B.C., as a consequence of the conflicts 
between the locals and the colonists, which emerges from the land scarcity in 
Herakleia Pontica.12 In the subsequent years, the city has witnessed to the alteration 
of administrative system several times between tyranny and democracy. Around the 
5th century B.C. and the 4th century B.C., the city has reached to its most powerful 
political authority under the tyranny in the Black Sea basin, and it has continued 
until 70 A.D. Also the colonization in Chersonesus and Callatis coincides to these 
periods.13 Thus, an intensive commercial transaction has started between the 
Heracleia Pontica and the northern Black Sea colonies, and also numerous unearthed 
Heracleian amphoraes from the region verify this commercial intensity.14 In 64 B.C. 
when the city came under the domination of Roman Empire, it started to be ruled by 
kingdoms and participated to the Provincia Pontus et Bithynia. Afterwards, when the 
Asia Minor was divided into tree different provinces by the Emperor Diocletianus, 
the city has remained in the province of Pontica, in the second half of the 3rd 
century A.D.15  
 
          1.2. The Temple of Heracles in the Acropolis  
          Due to the overbuilding by the modern settlements, there is scarcity on the 
archaeological excavations and findings in Heracleia Pontica. In the center of the 
modern Ereğli, a hill called Kaletepe was used as acropolis of the city by the 
                                                          
9 Öztürk B. 2010a: 507.  
10 Xenop. Ana. 6.2.1-2.  
11 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.4.  
12 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1408.  
13 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.6.  
14 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1414.  
15 Öztürk B. 2010a: 509.  
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Herakleians, and there was a Temple of Heracles which is dated around 250 B.C..16 
(Figure 3) As we learn from the statements of Memnon; when Ptolemaios, who was 
the King of Egypt, became the euergetes of the city, he has donated 500 artaba (a 
kind of Persian measurement unit which is equal to 51.84 litres) of wheat to the 
Herakleians and constructed a temple, which was dedicated to Herakles and made of 
Prokonnesos marble, on the acropolis of the city.17 Unfortunately nothing has 
survived from the early times of the acropolis, and there are only some remainings 
from the old city castle on the Kaletepe. (Figure 4)   
 
          1.3. Some Evidence about other Cults in Heracleia Pontica   
          There are some scarceness regarding unearthed materials in Heracleia Pontica 
and several limited findings from the region are exhibited in the Karadeniz Ereğli 
Museum. The recent epigraphical and historical studies concerning the inscriptions 
were done by Öztürk and Sönmez in 2007, and two articles about these works were 
published in 2009 and 2011.18 The inscriptions in the museum has different 
categories consisted of honoring epigraphs, gravestones, and dedications for deities, 
and all these inscriptions were identified as from the Hellenistic, Roman and 
Byzantine periods.19 Among these categories, the dedications for deities have huge 
importance for this study, due to giving beneficial informations about the cults and 
the deities in Heracleia Pontica.   
          A statue finding form the Devrek district of Zonguldak is dated to the Roman 
period, and has an inscription that indicates a dedication to Heracles Alexikakos.20 
(Figure 5) The upper part of the statue is broken and the rest of it is based on a 
pedestal which inscribed as “Good luck! According to the orders (of prophecy), 
Asklepiodoros dedicated (the statue) to Heracles Alexikakos”.21 The remaining part 
of the statue bears a carving of a wild boar and a wand below, and there are two feet 
represented next to them. According to Öztürk, the statue represents one of the 
twelve labours of Heracles which is the capture of the Erymanthian boar. In this 
                                                          
16 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1418.  
17 Arslan M. 2007: 42-43.  
18 See: Öztürk B. and Sönmez İ.F. 2009; Öztürk B. and Sönmez İ.F. 2011.  
19 Öztürk B. 2010a: 510.  
20 Öztürk B. Sönmez İ.F. 2015: 115.  
21 Öztürk B. 2010a: 511.  
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context, a city coin, that is dated to the time of Septimius Severus, can be shown as a 
strengthening example due to its depiction. Because the coin has a consistency with 
the representation of this statue. On the obverse of the coin, bearded Septimius 
Severus is depicted to the right with an inscription of “AVT - K - L - CΕΠ 
CEVHΡOC Π”. And on the reverse, Heracles is depicted while he is carrying the 
Erymanthian boar on his left shoulder in a right advancing position, and an 
inscription of “HΡAKLHAC EN ΠΟΝΤΩ” surrounds them.22 (Figure 6) In my 
point of view, this coin example is a convincing evidence which is proving the 
existence of the Heracles’ cult during the era of Septimius Severus.  
          The name of the city and the statements of Memnon demonstrate that Heracles 
was venerated prominently such as a deity in Heracleia Pontica. Therefore, his 
intensive representations should not be considered as coincidence. In somuch that, 
on a city coin, which is dated between 238 A.D. and 244 A.D., another labour of 
Heracles is represented, but the coin has a huge significance also due to its 
inscription. The relation between the myth and the place has already been mentioned 
above, that’s why only the details regarding the coin will be put into words here. On 
the obverse of the coin, bearded Heracles is depicted with a lionskin around his neck 
and holding a club over his right shoulder. Actually, this is not an unusual depiction 
of him, however the inscription of “ΤΟΝ ΚΤΙCΤΑΝ” is the most meaningful 
component of this side due to indicating the Heracles as a founder of the city. On the 
reverse side, a naked Heracles is depicted with a club on his hand, in a right 
advancing position while leading the Cerberos behind of him. In front of him, a 
figure of Hera in polos is described as standing on a pedestal, with an apple on her 
hand, and an inscription of “ΗΡΑΚΛΕΩΤΑΝ ΠΟΝΤΩ” is inscribed around them.23 
(Figure 7)  
 
 
 
 
                                                          
22 See: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/septimius_severus/_herakleiaPont_RecGen_107bis.jpg  
23 See: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/bithynia/herakleia_pontika/RecGen_70.jpg  
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Chapter II  
The Cults and Sanctuaries in Tios: Hellenistic and Roman Periods  
 
          2. Tios    
          Ancient city Tios was situated in the eastern part of the ancient Bithynia 
region, currently it is in the Çaycuma district of modern Zonguldak. (Figure 8) 
Because of its specific location, which is the intersection point of ancient Bithynia 
and Paphlagonia, in some sources the Tios is expressed in the Paphlagonia region 
and sometimes expressed even in the Pontus region.24 In the ancient sources there 
are visible various names of the city such as; Τίειον, Τίον, Τήϊον, Τίος in Greek, and 
as Tios, Tium, Tieium in Latin languages.25 According to Strabo, there is nothing 
important to talk about Tios, but he signifies it as hometown of Philetaerus who was 
the founder of Attalic dynasty, and he mentions a community called Caucones who 
inhbited in this city.26 In the Periplus, Arriani describes the Tion as an Ionian city 
which was colonized by the Milesians,27 in the second half of the 7th century BC.28    
 
          2.1. An Overview about the History of Tios  
          There are various claims about the foundation of Tios. According to some 
scholars, the city Tios was founded by the Priest Tios and got its name from him.29 
Beside of this, the other scholars claim that the city was founded by the Thracian 
leader Pataros, and the name of the city comes from the genetive form of the Zeus, 
which is Dios.30 The city has started to coinage under the sovereignty of Heracleia 
Pontica in the middle of 4th century B.C., and the minting has continued until the 
3rd century A.D.31 Some of the Roman period Tios coins, which are bearing the 
                                                          
24 Öztürk B. 2012a: 161.  
25 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 124.  
26 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.8.; Öztürk B. 2012b: 147-149.  
27 Arriani. Perip. XIII.5.5.; Öztürk B. 2015b: 30; Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 125.  
28 Öztürk B. 2012b: 147-149.  
29 Atasoy S. 2015: 15. 
30 Öztürk B. 2012b: 147-149.  
31 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 125.  
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depiction of the Priest Tios,32 can be shown as an evidence in order to support the 
initial idea about the foundation.  
          At the beginning of the 3rd century BC. Tios was conquered by Bithynian 
King Zipoites. However, as a conclusion of a throne struggle in Bithynia, the city 
was reconquered by Heracleia Pontica around 280 B.C., and participated to the 
Northern league which was consisted by Kieros, Chalcedon, Byzantion and 
Heracleia Pontica. Later on, the city was ruled by Pontos Kingdom, then entered to 
the Roman sovereignty in 70 B.C. in the term of General Aurelius Cotta.33 
Subsequently, after the Diocletian’s reforms the city participated to the Honorius 
State around 3rd century A.D.. As a results of its strategic location, that is an 
intersection point of diffferent regions, Tios hasn’t lost its importance and became a 
bishop center in the Byzantine time.34 However, during the Ottoman Empire the city 
has survived as an inconspicuous settlement,35 and lost its magnificence in the 
course of time.   
 
          2.2. The Excavations and the Acropolis Temple  
          The first excavations in Tios has started in 2006 under the directorship of 
Prof. Dr. Sümer Atasoy. The unearthed findings and the structures of the city were 
committed to paper on several articles by the members of the excavation team.36  
Except the general orders of the city, nothing has survived from the classical period. 
On the other hand, several pottery findings from the acropolis can make a sign to the 
first point of the Milesian settlement in the city, and they are dated between the last 
quarter of the 7th century B.C. and the 5th century B.C..37 Beside of these, the 
epigraphic datas and coin findings are giving some adequate informations about the 
gods and their cults in Tios, but they are not sufficient in order to define a specific 
cult for the temple in the acropolis. In this context Baran, Dirlik and Kendirci 
consider that such a temple, which is located almost in the center of the acropolis, 
                                                          
32 Atasoy S. 2015: 15; Öztürk B. 2013: 329.  
33 Öztürk B. 2013: 330;  
34 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 125. 
35 Atasoy S. 2015: 23.  
36 Öztürk B. 2012b: 147.  
37 Öztürk B. 2012b: 149.  
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must be dedicated to an important god for the city,38 and in my opinion this 
important god should be the main deity of Tios.   
          The temple on the acropolis of Tios is a Corinthian ordered Roman temple and 
was excavated during the excavation seasons of 2011 and 2012 in Tios.39 This 
south-facing temple is standing on a high podium with 11 steps and has 6 x 11 
column, the dimensions are 15,40m X 31,40m with the podium, but if the podium is 
excluded the stylobate surface has the dimensions of 14,20m X 24,50m.40 The 
construction of the temple is supposed to belong between the second half of the 2nd 
century A.D. and the first half of the 3rd century A.D..41 But unfortunately, most of 
the materials of the temple were destroyed and reused on the construction of the 
Byzantine chapel in the acropolis, and probably used on the other constructions in 
the city as well, that’s why it is difficult to determine an exact plan for the temple 
such as peripteral or pseudo-peripteral.42 (Figure 9, 10)  
 
          2.3. Some Evidence for the Cults in Tios   
          In the light of the available unearthed findings and fragments, we are getting 
some informations about the cults and worships in Tios. One of the remarkable 
evidence is a bronze city coin which comes from the Roman time. On the obverse of 
the coin, a cuirassed Severus Alexander is depicted as laureate and holding a spear 
over his left shoulder. On the reverse, Zeus is depicted in a standing position as 
holding a scepter and patera. Next to the Zeus, there is an eagle figure with wings 
displayed, but the interesting thing is that, all these depictions of the reverse are 
represented in a distyle temple.43 (Figure 11) According to Öztürk, this 
representation can be an indication to the existance of a Zeus temple in Tios, or even 
it can be an attribution to the temple in the acropolis of Tios.44 Albeit, it looks like 
this, it is better to leave it as an assumption until a profound identification will be 
made regarding the cult of the temple.  
                                                          
38 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 135.  
39 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 124.  
40 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 132.  
41 Summerer L. 2014: 197-199.  
42 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 134.  
43 See: http://www.asiaminorcoins.com/gallery/displayimage.php?album=29&pid=8187#top_display_media  
44 Öztürk B. 2013: 332; Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 137.   
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          It is certain that water is an essential element for the life, therefore the rivers 
have played an important role for civilizations through the centuries. As the Tios is 
situated on the estuary of Billaios river, it is not surprising to see the River God 
Billaios depictions on the city coins. On a city coin from the time of Antoninus Pius, 
Dionysos is depicted as gripping a bunch of grapes in a standing position, between 
the River God Billaios and Nymphe Sardo, and below there is an inscription of 
“ΤΙΑΝΩΝ”.45 (Figure 12) This finding can be a convincing indication in order to 
support the idea that the cults of Billaios and Dionysos were existed in Tios. 
Because there are several coin examples which have consistency with this coin, and 
they are bearing the depictions of Dionysos and River God Billaios separately. One 
of these coins is from the time of Emperor Gallienus, and the other one is from the 
period of Trajan. The first one has a depiction of cuirassed Gellienus as laureate on 
the obverse, with an inscription of “ΑVΚ - Π Λ – ΓΑΛΛΙΗΝΟC”. On the reverse of 
the coin, Billaeus is represented as resting on his left arm in a reclining position, and 
“ΒΙΛΛΑΟC” is in exergue.46 (Figure 13) The second coin has a depiction of 
laureate Trajan on the obverse, and an inscription of “ΑVT NEP TPAIANOC – 
KAICAP CEB ΓΕΡ” is surrounding him. On the reverse, Dionysos is depicted as 
standing in a himation and holding a filleted thyrsus on his left hand, and there is a 
panter looking up to him on the left. It is so interesting that an inscription of 
“ΔΙΟΝVCOC KTICT TIANΩN” is inscriped aroud them, on this side.47 (Figure 14) 
In spite of the fact that,  there is no source yet which mentions Dionysos as a 
founder of the city, however Öztürk considers that this inscription can be an 
attribution to the agricultural production in Tios.48   
          In addition to these coins, there are also two altars and two lead weights, 
which are indicating the existence of some cults in the city. The altars have 
dedications to the honour of Dionysos with the inscriptions of “Διονυσιακός” and 
“Διονυσοτροφικός”, but it is unknown where they are presently.49 And the lead 
weights are dedicated to Hermes, Dionysos and Zeus.50 (Figure 15, 16) But, on 
some of these findings, we can see some prominent cult representations of the 
                                                          
45 Öztürk B. 2012b: 150; Öztürk B. 2013: 332.  
46 See: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/gallienus/_tium_ACA_3866.jpg  
47 See: http://www.asiaminorcoins.com/gallery/displayimage.php?album=29&pid=5842#top_display_media  
48 Öztürk B. 2013: 332.  
49 Öztürk B. 2013: 332.  
50 Öztürk B. 2015a: 86.  
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deities instead of them. For example, the altars have the depiction of cista mystica, 
which is the prominent cult representation of Dionysos,51 and one of the lead 
weights is bearing a kerykeion, that is the prominent cult representation of Hermes.52 
(Figure 17) Furthermore, the kerykeion is visible also on a Tios city coin, which 
was unearthed during the excavations of the acropolis temple, and it is supposed to 
belong to the Severus Alexander period.53 On the obverse of the coin there is a head 
depiction of the Priest Tios. On the reverse, a kerykeion is depicted between two 
horns, and an inscription of “TIANON”. (Figure 18) In any case, all these 
excavation findings which are bearing the deities or their symbols, can be 
convincing indications for the existence of these cults in Tios.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
51 Öztürk B. 2013: 332.  
52 Öztürk B. 2012b: 150-156; Öztürk B. 2015a: 86-87.  
53 Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 136. 
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Chapter III  
The Cults and Sanctuaries in Amastris: Hellenistic and Roman 
Periods  
 
          3. Amastris     
          Ancient Amastris, in other words Sesamus, was located on a peninsula in the 
western part of the ancient Paphlagonia region, currently it is a district of the modern 
city Bartın, and called Amasra. (Figure 19) The name of the city comes from the 
Queen Amastris who was the ex-wifes of the Tyrant Dionysius and the General 
Lysimachus respectively. In fact, the name Amastris was the name of a community 
consisted by four Ionian colonies, which are Sesamus, Cytorus, Cromna and Tios.54 
Due to housing the acropolis of the city, Sesamus is also mentioned as Amastris.55 
As we are focusing on the cults and sanctuaries of the southern Black Sea, this city 
will be mentioned under the name of Amastris on the following parts of this work.  
 
          3.1. An Overview about the History of Amastris  
          The foundation of Amastris dates after 300 B.C., probably after the divorce of 
the Queen Amastris and the General Lysimachus. At that time Sesamus was a small 
coastal town with a natural protected harbour, and developed after the investments 
of the queen. Sesamus, Cytorus, Cromna and Tios were united under the name of 
Amastris in this periods, but Tios left the union shortly after.56 In this context, 
Cohen considers that this separation of Tios could be after the assassination of the 
Amastris by her sons,57 however there are several interpretations about this date, and 
a more critical information committed to paper on the article of Manoledakis.58   
                                                          
54 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.10.  
55 Cohen G.M. 1995: 383.  
56 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.10.  
57 Cohen G.M. 1995: 383.  
58 See: Manoledakis M. 2012: 31.  
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          After the murder of the queen in 284 B.C., Amastris was captured by 
Lysimachus and given to Arsinoe as a present.59 When Lysimachus passed away on 
the battle of Korupedion in 281 B.C., Arsinoe remained widow and got married with 
Heracleides. Thus Amastris acted with Heracleia Pontica and accepted the 
protectorate of the Nicomedes’ Kingdom in 279 B.C. Afterwards, the city 
participated to the Kingdom of Pontus during the era of Ariobarzanes and remained 
around two centuries under this sovereignty, until the conquest by Lucullus in 70 
B.C..60 Further, during the time of Byzantine Empire, the acropolis of the city was 
turned into a citadel, and a Byzantine church was constructed on it.  
 
          3.2. The Temple on the Acropolis of Amastris  
          The acropolis of the city was situated on the peninsula, called Boztepe 
presently, and the connection with the mainland was provided by a slender isthmus 
which had an ancient harbour on the both flanks.61 (Figure 20) During the time of 
Byzantine Empire, the acropolis was turned into a citadel and a church was 
constructed on it. Especially in the second half of the 19th century the destruction 
and the reuse of materials has increased extremely, and nowadays there are just 
some remainings of basis and some graves on the acropolis.62 For this reason, there 
are some complexities about the definitions of some structures and the findings on 
the acropolis.   
          During the 19th century the city was visited by travellers, and several 
definitions were committed to paper about the structures of the acropolis. In this 
regard Summerer considers that there is a misapprehension regarding the definition 
of a structure on the acropolis, which was considered as the temple of Zeus Strategos 
by Christian Marek.63 And she points out to the requirement of a profound 
investigation in the area, in order to make a characterization for this strucutre.64 In 
this case, the idea of Summerer, which suggests a requirement of a comprehensive 
                                                          
59 Öztürk B. 2010a: 508.  
60 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1421.  
61 Summerer L. 2014: 196.  
62 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1423-1424.  
63 Summerer L. 2014: 196.  
64 Summerer L. 2014: 197.  
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investigation in the acropolis, is fair and appropriate. Besides, to my way of 
thinking, acropolises are one of the most important and well protected parts of the 
cities, and they generally house the temple of the most important deity for the city. 
Therefore the acropolis of Amastris behooves to house the temple of the main deity 
of Amastris.   
 
          3.3. Some Evidence about the Cults in Amastris    
          As a sign of their supremacy and hegemony, the statues of emperors took part 
in the specific parts of the ancient cities, even in the southern Black Sea region, 
during the Roman period. Especially, some oversized statues were used connected 
with the temples which were dedicated to the emperors. One of the most well-known 
examples of these is the statue of Emperor Domitian from Ephesus. Nowadays, only 
the head and the left arm of the statue are exhibited in the Ephesus Museum, in 
Selçuk-İzmir.65 (Figure 21) Apart from this, another oversized statue was excavated 
accidentally in the Bedesten district of Amasra in 1993.66 The remainings of the 
statue are assumed as belong to Emperor Hadrian,67 and currently exhibited in the 
Amasra Museum.68 (Figure 22)  
          The trunk of the statue, which is roughly 1,5m in height, is wearing a pteryges 
and a decorated muscle cuirass, but a big part of the limbs are missing. On the center 
of the cuirass there is a standing female figure in peplos, who is gripping a spear on 
her right hand and a shield on her left hand,69 also she has a helmet is on her head. 
On the both side of the female figure there are flying Nike figures which are holding 
wreath above of the female figure’s head, and both Nike figures are carved as facing 
with each other. Above of the wreaths, there is a depiction of Gorgon head between 
two shoulder straps, and the straps are ending with lion-head finials. In detail, the 
female figure is represented as steppin on a she-wolf figure which is breastfeeding 
Romulus and Remus.70 Below of the she-wolf figure, there are some figures in a 
                                                          
65 See: http://www.biblearchaeology.org/image.axd?picture=2010%2F1%2Fremainsofstatue.jpg  
66 Aydın B., Buccino L., Summerer L. 2015: 221.  
67 Bilde P.G., Bogh B., Handberg S. Hojte J.M., Nieling J., Smekalova T., Stolba V. 2008: 156. 
68 See: http://www.mavielmas.com/gezi/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/amasramuze4.jpg  
69 Aydın B., Buccino L., Summerer L. 2015: 223.  
70 Aydın B., Buccino L., Summerer L. 2015: 224.  
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horizontal order including; a Gorgon head, a lion head, head of Zeus Ammon, a 
satyr head, a ram head, and a whole eagle, on the lower front part of the cuiras.71   
          Apart from the trunk, there is an unearthed piece of pediment in the museum 
and it seems like consistent with the statue.72 On the pediment there is a remarkable 
eagle form that is supposed to represent the cult of Zeus Strategos, who was the 
main deity of Amastris.73 Actually, the association between Zeus Strategos and the 
eagle is visible on some of the Amastris city coins, during the Roman era. 
Especially, a city coin of Amastris, which is coming from the Roman time, bears the 
depictions of Zeus Strategos and eagle together. On the obverse of the coin, Emperor 
Domitian is depicted with a laurel wreath, and an inscription of “ΔΟΜΙΤΙΑΝΟΣ - 
ΚΑΙ ΣΑΡ - ΣΕΒ???” surrounds him. On the reverse, Zeus Stratigos is depicted in a 
standing position while leaning on a scepter, and next to his left foot there is an 
eagle figure, but both of them are looking to the left direction. An inscripton of 
“ΖΕΥΣ ΣΤΡΑΤΗΓ – ΑΜΑΣΤΡΙΑΝΩΝ” is also inscribed aroud them.74 (Figure 23)  
          It is so interesting but not surprising that, an eagle form is carved also on a 
rock-cut monument in Amastris. The monument is located 4 km outside of modern 
Amasra and called as Kuşkayası Road Monument currently. Roughly, the monument 
comprises a Roman male relief and an eagle figure, but unfortunately both of the 
figures are remained acephalous. In detail, the male figure is engraved in a standing 
position into a niche and wearing a himation. The latter figure is enchased on the 
pinnacle of a column, in a height of two meters,75 also it is attached to the rocky wall 
on the next of the niche. Above of the niche, there is a Latin inscription which is 
bearing some informations about the monument. According to the inscription, the 
backer of the monument is Gaius Julius Aquila, who was the governor of Bithynia et 
Pontus between the years of 41 A.D. and 54 A.D..76 We also learn that he was 
accepted by Emperor Augustus, as a strategos for life and as general of a legion two 
times.77 (Figure 24)  
                                                          
71 Aydın B., Buccino L., Summerer L. 2015: 224.  
72 Aydın B., Buccino L., Summerer L. 2015: 223.  
73 Aydın B., Buccino L., Summerer L. 2015: 226.  
74 See: http://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=121834  
75 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1424.  
76 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1425.  
77 Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1425.  
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          Taking into consideration all these evidences, the eagle figures seem like a 
representations of Zeus Strategos, who was the local main deity of Amastris. But 
actually, the eagle figures were also used as remarkable symbols in the Roman 
legions. (Figure 25) Due to the Latin inscription, which is indicating the position of 
Gaius Julius Aquila as a general of a legion and as a strategos, we can assume that 
the eagle figure of the Kuşkayası Road Monument could be an attribution to a 
military power as well. Thereby, the eagle form on the pediment of the Emperor 
Hadrian’s oversized statue can also be a representation of a Roman legion, maybe it 
is not a representation of the Zeus Strategos. Because, the oversized statue is 
supposed to belong to the Emperor Hadrian, not belong to a deity. In this context, it 
is difficult to express that, the eagle figures on the oversized statue and the rock-cut 
monument are representing the cult of Zeus Strategos definetely.  
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Chapter IV  
The Cults and Sanctuaries in Sinope: Hellenistic and Roman 
Periods  
 
          4. Sinope   
          Sinope was located on the isthmus of a promontory in ancient Paphlagonia, 
where is the most northern cape of Asia Minor, and currently called as Boztepe. 
(Figure 26) Nowadays, the city is mostly overbuilt by the modern city Sinop, 
therefore it is a bit difficult to envisage the conditions of the ancient remainings in 
the area. Due to having one of the best natural harbour in the Southern Black Sea, 
Sinope had been an important port for sailors on a horizontal nautical transition, and 
its proximity to the Cimmerian peninsula enables to naval passage in a vertical 
direction.78 The significance of the city and some notes about the foundation are 
mentioned by Strabo in the Geography, here he says that:  
           “It is the most noteworthy of the cities in that part of the world..This city was 
founded by the Milesians; and, having built a naval station, it reigned over the sea 
inside the Cyaneae, and shared with the Greeks in many struggles even outside the 
Cyaneae; and, although it was independent for a long time, it could not eventually 
preserve its freedom, but was captured by siege, and was first enshaved by 
Pharnaces and afterwards by his successors down to Eupator and to the Romans who 
overthrew Eupator.”79 In addition to these, Strabo defines the city also as hometown 
of famous philosopher Diogenes the Cynic and the Emperor Mithridates the Great, 
in other words Eupator Dionysus.  
 
          4.1. An Overview about the History of Sinope   
          There is a great deal of discussions about the foundation of Sinope. According 
to some ancient scholars, the foundation of the city dates to the 7th B.C. by the 
Milesians, and therewithal the others claim that the city was founded before the 
                                                          
78 Doonan O. 2003: 1379.  
79 Strabo. Geo. 12.3.11.  
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Cimmerian expansion around 8th B.C.. In the abstract, there are two main 
academician groups who have dissimilar opinions about the foundation, the first 
group takes heed of the historical observance predominantly, while the latter group 
has a high opinion of the archaeological findings in order to establish an early 
settlement framework.80 In this case, an expression about Trapezus, which was 
committed to paper by Xenophon, gives us a clue about the foundation of Sinope. 
Because in the Anabasis, Trapezus is described as a densely populated Hellenic city 
which is a colony of the Sinopeans on the Black Sea coast, in the Colchian 
territory.81 Taking into account this statement, it woudn’t be wise to consider the 
first foundation of Sinope after the colonization of Trapezus. In addition to this, 
another enlightening knowledge about the foundation is expressed in the sentences 
of Strabo, which are pointing out to the founder of Sinope as well, and here he says 
that:  
           “At any rate, the city was captured; and though Leucullus kept intact the 
globe of Billarus and the work of Sthenis, the statue of Autolycus, whom they 
regarded as founder of their city and honoured as god. The city had also an oracle of 
Autolycus. He is thought to have been one of those who went to the voyage with 
Jason and to have taken possession of this place. Then the Milesians, seeing the 
natural advantages of the place and the weakness of its inhabitants, appropriated it to 
themselves and sent forth colonists to it.”82   
          According to these expressions of Strabo, who was originally from the 
southern Black Sea region, it is apparent that Greek inhabitants had already been 
dwelling in Sinope before the Milesians came to the city.83 In this matter, 
Manoledakis considers that, Sinope has been founded in the 8th B.C. by the 
Thessalians, who were originally Greeks, and subsequently the city was refounded 
by the Miletians after the Cimmerian invasion.84 Because of the concept of our 
study, which is dealing with the cults and sanctuaries in the southern Black Sea, the 
criticising of the Sinope’s foundation won’t be handled here. Because there are 
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enough scholars who are dealing with this matter, and one can take a look to the 
articles of Doonan and Manoledakis.85  
          Enormous number of Sinopean amphora fragment findings from the early 4th-
late 3rd B.C. are indicating that, since 5th B.C. the city has maintained its 
commercial partnership with the Black Sea cities and its neighbour barbarians.86 
Surrounding mountainous terrains, especially on the westward of the city, have 
secured Sinope from external assaults until the attemption of Mithridates II in 220 
B.C., however he couldn’t manage to conquer the city.87 Afterwards, during the 
reign of Pharnaces I the city was captured and became the capital of the Pontus 
Kingdom in 183 B.C..88 By the way, Cotyora and Cerasus, which were the colonies 
of Sinope, were also captured by Pharnaces, and the residents were expatriated to a 
place near Cerasus, which was called as Pharnacea afterwards.89 Subsequently, 
Sinope has survived under the domination of Mithridates the Great, but in the sequel 
the city has changed hand when the Eupator was defeated by the Roman Empire.90   
 
          4.2. The Temple of Serapis in Sinope   
          During the excavations of 1951-1953, a Hellenistic temple was unearthed by 
Akurgal and Budde on the eastern outside part of Sinope, and the temple is 
considered as dated to 2nd B.C..91 Due to the excavation which was held under a 
scientific research project, this temple is an unique example in the northern 
Anatolia,92 and nowadays it is exhibited in the garden of Sinop Archaeological 
Museum.93 The temple has a dimention of 15 x 8,6 meters, and its order is assumed 
as templum in antis.94 Owing to the unearhed findings around the temple and some 
                                                          
85 See: Doonan O. 2003 and Manoledakis M. 2010.  
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expressions on the historical tradition, the temple is also thought as dedicated to 
Serapis.95 (Figure 27)  
          Archeological unearthed findings from the temple consist of several lamps, 
clay vessels and terrecota figures, which are including also anthropomorphic and 
animal shaped terracotas, however according to Summerer their iconography is 
inadequate in order to characterize a deity for the temple.96 On the other hand, as we 
learn from the historical tradition, a statue of Serapis was standing in the temple and 
it was transported from Sinope to Egypt by Ptolemy I..97 In this regard Saprykin 
argues that, as Serapis was an Egyptian god, so the unearthed terracotta bull figures 
from the temple can be linked with Apis bull figures, which were worshipped in 
Egypt in an association with the cult of Osiris, furthermore he describes the Serapis 
also as undertaking the combined features of Osiris and Zeus.98  
 
          4.3. Some Evidence about the Cults in Sinope  
          We can enumerate dozens of cults which were existed in Sinope, and in this 
section the most remarkable cults will be emphasized in the light of archaeological 
evidences and literary traditions. Among the archeological findings, which were 
found around Serapis temple, there are several terracottas with deity representations 
of Heracles, Dionysos, Isis and Serapis.99 One of the well known of these is the cult 
of Serapis that we have already mentioned somewhat, relating with the temple on 
the previous section. Representations of this prominent deity starts to appear on 
Sinopean coinage from the time of Hadrian,100 and these coins are the most 
extensive and the most sequential examples that are bearing the depictions of 
Serapis, until the era of Valerian and Gallien.101 One example of these coins is 
coming from the reign of Geta and dated to between 209 A.D. and 212 A.D.. On the 
obverse of the coin, a laureate bust of Geta is depicted to the right, with an 
inscription of “IMP C P SEPT GETA AVG”. On the reverse, there is a head 
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depiction of Serapis to the right, with a polos on his head, and an inscription of “CIF 
GINOPE ANN CCLV” is surrounding him.102 (Figure 28)   
          Taking into account the expressions of Saprykin that is indicating an 
association between bull figures and the cult of Serapis,103 a coin sample from the 
time of Antoninus Pius can be given as an example because of its bull head 
depiciton. On the obverse of the coin, laureate bust of Antoninus Pius is depicted to 
the right with an inscription of “IMP ANTONINO AVG P”. On the reverse, the bull 
head is represented as enchased on the top of a human leg, in front of a garlanded 
altar, and an inscription of “CIF S AN CCIIII” is inscribed around it.104 (Figure 29) 
In appearance, this bull figure representation seems like in a consistency with 
terracotta bull figures which were unearthed from the vicinity of Serapis temple, 
however according to Summerer the terracotta bull figures do not demonstrate a 
specific divinity.105 (Figure 30) Beside of these bull figure representations, there are 
also several inscriptions which were found in Sinope, and they have dedications 
related with Serapis. These inscriptions are dated around 1st A.D. and 2nd A.D., and 
respectively bearing the names of Serapis and Isis, Helioserapis, and Reipane who is 
assumed as a priestess of Serapis’ cult.106  
          As we have mentioned above, Miletians were the founders of Sinope, and 
Miletus is regarded as founded by Apollo, that’s why the cult of Apollo would be 
encouraged by the Miletians in Sinope as a matter of course.107 Thereby, the 
representations of Apollo appear on several Sinopean coins, and they are significant 
due to evidencing to the existence of this cult in Sinope. An example of these is a 
tetradrahm from 3rd B.C., which is bearing a turreted head of Tyche on the obverse. 
And the reverse has a depiction of Apollo, as holding a lyre while sitting on an 
omphalos, and an inscription of “A M T” is inscribed with capital letters infront of 
him.108 (Figure 31) Another example is dated to an earlier time, between 120 B.C. 
and 63 B.C., and on the obverse of the coin, laureate head of Apollo is depicted to 
the right. On the reverse a tripod is represented with an inscription of “ΣΙΝΩ–
                                                          
102 See: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/geta/_sinope_RecGen_137.jpg  
103 Saprykin S.J. 2010: 494.  
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ΠΗΣ”.109 (Figure 32) However Robinson considers that the significance level of this 
cult in Sinope is a little bit uncertain.110  
          Another significant deity, who is represented on various archaeological 
findings in Sinope, is Dionysos. An anthromorphic terracotta fragment, from 
Hellenistic period, has a portrayal of young Dionysos, and on the forehead of him 
there is a pair of small horns which intensify the assumption of Dionysos 
Touromorphos.111 Nowadays, this fragment, which was unearthed from the vicinity 
of the Serapis temple, is exhibited in Sinop Archeology Museum. (Figure 33) 
Beside of the terracotta figure, a marble statue of naked Dionysos, from Roman 
time, is also exhibited in the museum. On the statue, Dionysos is portrayed with a 
panther in a standing position on an altar, and there is a pilaster behind of them, 
however except the legs nothing is preserved from the panter. In detail, there are 
boots on the feet of the god, and his curly hair is ornamented with leaves, flowers 
and sprouts.112 (Figure 34) In addition to these work of arts, Dionysos 
representations are visible also on several Sinope city coins, and one of them, which 
comes from the time of Emperor Gallienus, has a striking degree of consistency with 
the marble statue. On the obverse of the coin, the draped bust of Gallienus is 
represented to the left with an inscription of “IMP C GALLIENV”. And the reverse 
bears the depiction of Dionysos in a standing position in front of a panther, while 
holding a kantharos and thyrsus on his hands, and there is an inscription of “CIF S 
ANN CCCXXX” around them.113 (Figure 35) According to Saprykin, Dionysos was 
appreciated as guardian of abundance, viticulture and wine production during the 
Roman era, therefore the portrayals of grapes, panter and thyrsus were sustained on 
the coins of Sinope, as a customary characteristics of Dionysos.114   
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Chapter V  
The Cults and Sanctuaries in Amisos: Hellenistic and Roman 
Periods  
 
          5. Amisos   
          Ancient city Amisos was located on a hill, currently called as Toraman Tepe, 
on the northwestern part of modern city Samsun, between Halys and Iris rivers.115 
(Figure 36) The first settlement of the city, which was set up upon the acropolis and 
its sea-facing eastern hillside, is dated to 6th B.C. and survived until the 12th 
A.D..116 (Figure 37) As we learn from Strabo, the first colonization in Amisos was 
by the Miletians, and subsequently the city was recolonized by a Cappadocian 
leader, then the name of Amisos was converted into Peiraeus when the city was 
recolonized in the third time by Athenocles and Athenians.117 Due to its location, 
where is on the southern costlline of the Black Sea, Amisos had taken part as a 
significant commercial center between hinterland and overseas.118   
 
          5.1. An Overview about the History of Amisos   
          There is a scarcity of information concerning the national identification of the 
occupants of Amisos, who dwelled in the vicinity throughout the Iron Age and 
during the existance of Heredotus, Xenophon and Strabo.119 In the 6th B.C. Amisos 
was under the control of the Persians however it was captured and ruled by the 
Cappadocians for a period, after that Persian General Datames came and 
reconquered the city in 380 B.C., but half century later it was set free by Alexander 
the Great in 333 B.C..120 In spite of the expanding boundaries of the Pontos 
Kingdom, Amisos has never accepted itself as a part of it, and it is obscure that how 
did the kings and inhabitants define the city during the time of Pontos Kingdom, 
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however the city was included to the Pontos Kingdom during the era of 
Ariobarzanes eventually, and became one of the most significant cities of the 
kingdom.121 Around 1st century B.C., Amisos was enlarged and ornamented with 
temples during the sovereignty of Eupator,122 but as a consequence of the Third 
Mithridatic Wars the city was highly burned and destroyed.123 In 47 B.C., the city 
was set free by Julius Caesar,124 and became the capital of the Pontos Kingdom,125 
however it worsen during the time of Antonius, and after all, Amisos remanined in 
the Byzantine Empire, when the Roman Empire was divided into two parts in 395 
A.D..126   
 
          5.2. The Excavations and the Acropolis of Amisos   
          Due to the construction works of American Radar Base in 1954, most of the 
archaeological materials on the acropolis were desrtoyed without any documentation 
and just some findings, which are exhibited currently in the Samsun Museum, could 
be rescued.127 A large amount of archeological findings, that were detected in an 
earthwork near Baruthane Stream, reveals the quantity of this destruction.128 The 
archaeological excavations around Samsun have started at Akalan in 1906 and at 
Amisos in 1908, under the directorship of Th. Makridy of the Istanbul 
Archaeological Museum, so several terracotta and pottery findings from these 
excavations are currently displayed in the Istanbul Archaeology Museum.129 
Therewithal, during the excavations of 1990s several pottery and mosaic fragmets, 
which are dated from the late Classical to the late Roman times, were also unearthed 
on the acropolis of Amisos, within the military area.130   
          Besides of the findings from the acropolis of Amisos, there are also several 
significant archaeological findings from an archaeological site in Kurupelit. Actually 
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these findings were unearthed accidently during a tramway construction in 2009, 
near Çakalca-Karacadoğan Höyük, on the 10km west of Toraman Tepe.131 After the 
notification of this archaeological site, the tramway construction was directly 
changed into a salvage excavation by Samsun Archaeological Museum, and an 
introductory report about this excavation was published in 2011 by Akyüz, 
Kolağasıoğlu and Şirin.132 During this salvage excavation totally 12 trenches of 
10m2 each were opened in the site133 and several archaeological remainings together 
with pottery and small fragments were detected, but they have huge significance due 
to giving unexampled datas regarding the establishment era of Amisos.134 Among 
the remainings there are three adjoining rooms and a paved road, which is running 
along 17.7m next to the rooms in a northeast route, however the remainings have 
been destroyed by several recent water pipes, which are passing through the site.135 
(Figure 38) Especially the trench of number three is quite rich by the black and red 
figure Attic ceramic fragments, local ceramic fragments and baked terracotta statues 
which are dated between late Archaic and early Classical periods.136    
          Almost nothing has remained from the interior area of the city walls of 
Amisos, apart from several capitals, a floor mosaic and a Byzantine water cistern.137 
However, on the 50km south of Amisos, a sanctuary of Apollo was unearthed, on 
the hilltop of Çirişli Tepe near Kavak town in 1883 by Alfred Billiotti, together with 
plenty of archaeological findings which consist of a marble inscription, lamps, 
pottery and terracotta statues.138 But the findings were legated to the British Museum 
in 1885 by Billiotti.139 The marble inscription is inscribed bilingual as Greek-Latin 
and dedicated to the Temple of Apollon Didymeus by Casperius Aelianus, who was 
a Roman resident in Amisos, and the inscription is dated to the 1st century A.D..140 
The sanctuary is roughly surrounded by two row of walls, and the each wall has a 
dimension of 6m x 3,6m and 12,8m x 9,7m respectively.141 During the recent 
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134 Dönmez Ş. 2010: 522.  
135 Summerer L. 2014: 201.  
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138 Summerer L. 2014: 209.  
139 Summerer L. 2015: 571.  
140 Summerer L. 2014: 209.  
141 Atasoy S. 2003: 1334.  
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investigations by Summerer, a tapering column of 55cm height was also detected 
among the walls, and the conical shape of the column is interpreted by her as a 
baitylos, which is a column associated with the cult of Apollo.142 (Figure 39)   
 
          4.3. Some Evidence about the Cults in Amisos   
          The details about the marble inscription, which is dedicated to the Temple of 
Apollo Didymeus, has been mentioned above. Beside of the inscription, 650 
terracotta findings, which are mostly bull figures, and 10 lamps constitute a part of 
the cult assemblage in Amisos, and approximately 30% of these terracottas consist 
of male and female figures, but they mostly represent votaries, more than deities.143 
(Figure 40) Some terracotta bull figures bear a disk form between two horns, 
especially one of the bull-head terracotta statue makes this assemblage quite 
astonishing, due to bearing a serpent figure which is a representation of Apis.144 
(Figure 41) In general, there is no chronological indication on the findings of Çirişli 
Tepe, but when all the thecnical, typological, iconographical and stylistical 
comparative examinations are considered, most of the votive offerings seem like 
dated to the middle of the 4th B.C. and the 2nd A.D..145 According to Saprykin, the 
dwellers of Amisos have preserved the customs of Apollo’s oracles even in the late 
Roman era, furthermore he considers that the sacred oracle of Apollo Didymeus was 
presumably venerated on Çirişli Tepe.146 Especially, on some of the Roman period 
Amisos city coins, there is a depiction of a three peaked mountain, a temple and an 
altar together with a bull figure, according to Summerer this depiction could be a 
representation of the sanctuary on Çirişli Tepe.147 In this context, Atasoy considers 
that, these kind of coins, which are bearing deity, temple and altar depictions, 
demonstrate the high cultural level of Amisos.148    
          During the sovereignty of Mithridates VI, silver coin minting has changed 
with copper-bronze coins within 14 Pontos cities including Amisos, and the minting 
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has continued until the 3rd A.D., the most remarkable deities among this coinage are 
Perseus, Heracles, Amazons, Athena and Apollo.149 On some city coins from the 
time of Mithridates VI, there are two type representations of Apollo with stag and 
tripod, subsequently, during the periods of Augustus, Hadrian and Maximinus the 
god was depicted with lyra and daphne garland, in a standing or sitting position.150 A 
good example of this coinage is a didrachm which comes from the period of 
Emperor Hadrian. On the obverse, laureate bust of Hadrian is depicted to the right 
with an inscription of “AVT KAI TΡA AΔΡΙΑΝΟC CEΒ Π Π ΥΠ Γ”. On the 
reverse of the coin, Apollo is depicted in a standing position as leaning on a tripod 
while holding a laurel on his right hand, and an inscription of “AMICOV 
EΛΕΥΘΕΡΑC ETOVC” surrounds him.151 (Figure 42) This coin example seems 
like consistent with the statements of Tavukçu and Ceylan, because they mention 
some Amisos coins with the depictions of Artemis–tripod and Apollo–tripod, 
pointing out to the association between Apollo and tripod, furthermore they consider 
that Artemis and Apollo had a significant place in the religious life of the region.152 
One example of these types is a city coin dated to between 125 B.C. and 100 B.C. 
On the obverse of the coin, the diademed head of Artemis is depicted to the right 
with a bow on her head and there is a quiver on her shoulder. And the reverse bears 
a tripod with an inscription of “ΑΜΙΣΟΥ”.153 (Figure 43)  
          In addition to these, terracotta statues also worth to be mentioned in this 
section, because they constitute a big percentage of the cult assemblage in Amisos 
and they evidence to the existance of some cults in the city. Plenty of terracotta 
masks, which were found in Amisos, consist of mainly New Comedy Masks, 
Dionysos Tauros and Dionysos Botrys types, in detail their general characteristic are 
having a slight mocking grin and flavoring of Praxiteles style.154 (Figure 44) 
According to Öztürk, these Dionysos masks are convincing evidences which are 
indicating the existance of the Dionysos’s cult in Amisos, and he associates this with 
the vinemaking and viticulture in Amisos and its surroundings.155 Especially, a mask 
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finding from the military area gives rise to thought that whether there was a 
construction related with the cult of Dionysos.156 During the time of Mithridates 
Eupator, the cult of Dionysos became royal and the king was proclaimed as “The 
New Dionysos”, thereby the features of the king started to appear on coins, statues, 
rings, as well as some terracottas in Amisos, with an intention of royal 
propaganda.157 In this context, there are some coins that are bearing the features of 
Mithridates Eupator, and one of them is a Amisos city coin dated between 85 B.C. 
and 65 B.C.. On the obverse, the head of Mithridates VI is depicted as Dionysos 
with an ivy garland. On the reverse of the coin, there is a cista mystica with a 
panther skin and a thyrsus on it, and an inscription of “ΑΜΙΣΟΥ” is inscribed 
below.158 (Figure 45) Actually, there are various arguments on this depiction 
regarding whether he is Mithridates or young Dionysos, however according to 
Tavukçu and Ceylan, this depiction is consistent with the silver and gold coins of 
Mithridates VI, and this representation demonstrates the association between the god 
and the Eupator.159   
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The Cults and Sanctuaries in the Southern BlackSea: Hellenistic 
and Roman Periods  
 
Conclusion   
          This master thesis examines the ancient religions in the central Southern Black 
Sea, in an attemption to understand the circunmstance of prominent deity cults and 
their sanctuaries in the light of the archaeological and literary datas, which consist of 
ancient sources, primary and secondary modern sources, statues and numismatics. 
The time frame was circumscribed as Hellenistic and Roman periods, and the area 
was determined within several ancient cities including Heracleia Pontica, Tios, 
Amastris, Sinope and Amisos. The investigation of the available datas have given 
convincing evidences regarding the existance of some cults and sanctuaries in the 
area.  
          It is somewhat difficult to claim that the Heracleia Pontica is very fertile by 
the archaeological evidences regarding the ancient religions. However, as it is 
understandable from the city name, there was a huge veneration to Haracles, and he 
is described as “ΤΟΝ ΚΤΙCΤΑΝ” on a city coin that means the founder. In this 
context, Memnon tells us that there was also a temple dedicated to Heracles on the 
acropolis of the city, but almost nothing has survived on the acropolis. The 
representations of Heracles and his well-known labours are remarkable on some city 
coins, as a matter of fact that Hecleia Pontica is considered as a place where the 
Herakles captured the Cerberus and brought it back from Hades. Furhermore, a wild 
boar depiction, which is carved on the pedestal of a statue, reminds another labour of 
Heracles, that is the capture of Erymanthian boar. In a manner of speak, the hero 
was deified prominently such as a deity in Heracleia Pontica.  
          Despite, Strabo couldn’t find anything worth to talk about it, Tios has played 
an significant role between the regions of Bithynia and Paphlagonia due to its 
strategic location, but there are some controversy about the origin of its name. Some 
says that the name comes from the Priest Tios, and some says that it comes from the 
Dios which is the genetive form of Zeus. Because, both of them are visible on the 
city coins, but particularly one coin example is so meaningful due to its depiction. 
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On the coin, Zeus is represented with patera, scepter and an eagle but in a distyle 
temple, which reminds the temple on the acropolis. The acropolis temple is a 
Corinthian ordered Roman temple that was unearthed by the team of Prof. Atasoy in 
2011 and 2012, however there is no determined exact plan and cult for the temple. 
Yet, it can be dedicated to Zeus with a huge probability, because the fingings 
demonstrate the significance of the god in Tios. Another evidence, which is bearing 
the depiction of Zeus, is a lead weight, and on the reverse there is a depiction of 
Dionysos. There are also some city coins that are displaying Dionysos and the River 
God Billaios togerher and respectively. On some findings from Tios, we can see also 
the prominent cult representations of the deities. For example, the cista mystica is 
figured on two altars with the inscriptions of “Διονυσιακός” and “Διονυσοτροφικός” 
one by one, and the kerykeion is depicted on a lead weight as a representation of 
Hermes. Summarily, we can conclude that Zeus, Dionysos, Billaios and Hermes 
were some of the prominent deities in Tios and venerated by the inhabitants of the 
city. 
          The name Amastris means more than one thing; a queen, a city and an union 
which consists of ancient Sesamus, Cytorus, Cromna and Tios. Among these cities, 
Sesamus was also called as Amastris due to hosting the acropolis of the union, but 
the current circumstance of the acropolis is not so bright, and there only some 
controversial structures on it. Beside of this, in the Amasra Museum there is an eagle 
figure on a pediment of an oversized statue, and the form is assumed as a 
representation of Zeus Strategos, who was the main deity of Amastris. The well-
know association of the eagle and Zeus Strategos appears also on some city coins of 
Amastris, however the eagle was used also as a symbol of the Roman legions. 
Therefore, this eagle figure can be a representation of a Roman legion as well, 
because the pediment is considered as belong to the oversized statue of the Emperor 
Hadrian. Furthermore, an eagle figure was used also on the Kuşkayası Road 
Monument in Amastris. On the inscription of the monument, the backer is stated as 
Gaius Julius Aquila, who was a governor and a general of a legion. Thereby, the 
eagle figure of the monument can be a symbol of a legion. All these statements, 
which we have discussed, is a matter of perspective, and do not harm the reality, that 
Zeus Strategos was the main deity of the city and venerated in Amastris.  
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          Sinope has been always overshadowed by Serapis in my consciousness, due to 
hosting the Serapis Temple, which is currently in the garden of the Sinop 
Archaeology Museum. The excavation of the temple was carried out by Akurgal and 
Buddle in the years of 1951-1953, several fragments and findings including lamps, 
clay vessels, zoomorphic and anthropomorphic terracottas, were also unearthed with 
the temple. Among these findings, the remarkable ones are the terracottas with bull 
figures and the deity representations of Heracles, Dionysos, Isis and Serapis. The 
bull figures are thought as can be linked with Apis bull figures, which were 
worshipped with the cult of Osiris in Egypt. As regarding to this, there is an 
interesting city coin which is bearing a depiction of a bull head as enchased on a 
human leg. Besides of this, a terracotta bull-shaped young Dionysos is assumed as 
Dionysos Touromorphos due to having two horns on his forehead. However on his 
marble statue he is portrayed as standing on an altar with a panther and ornamented 
with leaves flowers and sprouts. There is also a city coin which has a similar 
depiction with the statue but the difference is a kantharos and a thyrsus on the hands 
of Dionysos. Actually, these figures are the customary characteristics of him because 
he was the guardian of abundance, viticulture and wine making during the Roman 
time. Another remarkable deity, who is apparent on city coins, was Apollo, and in 
general he is represented with tripod and sometimes with his lyre. However it is 
uncertain that whether his cult was widespread among the Sinopeans. In addition to 
these, two inscription findings from Sinope bear dedications regarding to Serapis. 
The first one inscribed with the names of Serapis and Isis, and the second one bears 
the names of Helioserapis and Reipane, who was a probable priestess of Serapis’ 
cult. In a nutshell, Serapis, Isis, Helioserapis, Dionysos, Apollo and Heracles can be 
enumerated as remarkable deities who were venerated conspicuously in Sinope.   
          The acropolis of Amisos suffers by the lack of archaeological materials due to 
the construction work of the American Radar Base in 1954, and there are only 
several findings which were rescued from this area. However, a place in the vicinity 
of Amisos, Çirişli Tepe provides more convenient evidences regarding the ancient 
religious life in Amisos. A Greek-Latin bilingual inscription, which was unearthed 
from the hilltop sanctuary of Apollo on Çirişli Tepe, has a huge degree significance 
due to bearing a dedication to the Temple of Apollo Didymeus. Besides of this, a 
tapering column, which was detected during the recent investigations on the 
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sanctuary, seems to strengthen this significance, because Summerer interprets it as 
baitylos, which is associated with the cult of Apollo. The depictions of the god 
appears generally in two types on the Amisos coins, as stag and as tripod, which are 
the prominent cult representations of him. However, there are also some city coins 
which are representing him or his prominent cult representation with Artemis, and 
these evidences demonstrate that Artemis and Apollo were venerated in Amisos. 
Apart from these coins, the terracotta masks also demonstrate some convenient 
information regarding the cults in Amisos. The abundance of Dionysos masks in 
Amisos can be explained with the vinemaking and the viticulture in the city. 
Therewithal, they also indicate that Dionysos had an momentous place in the 
religious life in Amisos. Furthermore, his cult became royal during the time of 
Mithridates Eupator and peaked at, insomuch that, his representation were used as 
an implementation of a royal propaganda in Amisos as well. Eventually, the 
evidences demonstrate that Apollo, Artemis and Dionysos were prominent deities 
who were venerated prominently in Amisos and its vicinity.  
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Maps and Figures   
 
 
Figure 1: The location of Heracleia Pontica.  
Source: Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1430.  
 
 
Figure 2: Cehennemağzı Mağraları, Ereğli-Zonguldak.  
Source: http://static.panoramio.com/photos/large/79362471.jpg  
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Figure 3: The city plan of Heracleia Pontica, in Hellenistic period.  
Source: Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1430.  
 
  
Figure 4: Kaletepe, Ereğli-Zonguldak.  
Source:http://kurumsal.kultur.gov.tr/turkiye/zonguldak/gezilecekyer/kdzeregli-kalesi  
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Figure  5: The statue dedicated to Heracles Alexikakos, Karadeniz Ereğli Museum.  
Source: Öztürk B. 2010a: 523.  
 
 
Figure 6: Heracleia Pontica city coin, dated to the Septimius Severus era. Obv: 
Septimius Severus. - Rev: Heracles is carrying the Erymathian boar.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/bithynia/herakleia_pontika/i.html  
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Figure 7: Heracleia Pontica city coin, dated to 238-244 A.D. Obv: Bearded 
Heracles is holding club on his right shouder. - Rev: Naked Heracles is pulling the 
Cerberos and holding club on his left hand. And Hera is holding an apple on a 
pedestal and a polos on her head.          
Source:http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/bithynia/herakleia_pontika/RecGen
_70.jpg   
 
 
Figure 8: The location of Tios.   
Source: Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1430.  
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Figure 9: The temple on the acropolis of Tios. A view from Northeastern side. 
Source: Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 143.  
 
 
Figure 10: The plan of the temple on the acropolis of Tios  
Source: Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 140. 
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Figure 11: Tios city coin from the Roman period. Obv: Cuirassed Severus 
Alexander Laureate. – Rev: Zeus and an eagle representations in a distyle temple.  
Source:http://www.asiaminorcoins.com/gallery/displayimage.php?album=29&pid=
8187#top_display_media  
 
Figure 12: Tios city coin from the period of Antonimus Pius. On the left River God 
Billaos, in the middle Dionysos, on the right Nymphe Sardo, and below the 
inscription of “ΤΙΑΝΩΝ”.  
Source: Öztürk B. 2012b:156.  
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Figure 13: Tios city coin from the time of the Gellienus. Obv: Emperor Gellienus is 
laureate and wearing cuirasse, “ΑVΚ - Π Λ – ΓΑΛΛΙΗΝΟC”. – Rev: River God 
Billaios is reclining left, “ΒΙΛΛΑΟC”.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/gallienus/_tium_ACA_3866.jpg  
 
 
Figure 14: Tios city coin dated between 98 A.D. and 117 A.D.. Obv: Emperor 
Trajan laureate, “ΑVT NEP TPAIANOC – KAICAP CEB ΓΕΡ”. – Rev: Standing 
Dionysos is wearing a himation and a panter is depicted on the left, “ΔΙΟΝVCOC K 
T ICT TIANΩN”.  
Source:http://www.asiaminorcoins.com/gallery/displayimage.php?album=29&pid=
5842#top_display_media  
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Figure 15: Lead weight with the depiction of hatchet and kerykeion. 
Source: Öztürk B. 2015a: 103.  
 
 
Figure 16: Lead weight wit the depictions of Zeus and Dionysos.  
Source: Öztürk B. 2015a: 103.  
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Figure 17: On the left, an illustration of an altar which is dedicated to Dionysos. On 
the right, a coin finding from the time of Commodus. Both of them are bearing Cista 
Mystica, the prominent cult representation of Dionysos.  
Source: Öztürk B. 2013: 342.  
 
 
Figure 18: Tios city coin, unearthed during the excavation of the acropois temple, 
and supposed to dated between 222 A.D. and 235 A.D.. Obv: A head depiction of 
Priest Tios. – Rev: A kerykeion between two horns, with an inscription of TIANON.  
Source: Baran A., Dirlik N., Kendirci R. 2015: 159. 
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Figure 19: The location of Amastris.   
Source: Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1430.  
 
 
Figure 20: Amasra Boztepe.  
Source: http://blog.jollytur.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Amasra-Boztepe.jpg   
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Figure 21: The statue of Emperor Domitian from the Ephesus Museum, Selçuk-
İzmir.  
Source:http://www.biblearchaeology.org/image.axd?picture=2010%2F1%2Fremai
nsofstatue.jpg  
 
 
Figure 22: The trunk of the oversized statue, assumed to belong Emperor Hadrian, Amasra 
Museum.  
Source: http://www.mavielmas.com/gezi/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/amasramuze4.jpg  
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Figure 23: Amastris city coin, dated to 81-96 A.D. Obv: Emperor Domitian to the 
right and wreathed with laurel – Rev: Zeus Strategos standing and head to the left 
while leaning on a scepter,  an eagle on the left foot of Zeus Strategos.   
Source: http://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=121834  
 
 
Figure 24: Kuşkayası Road Monument, Amasra.  
Source:http://www.amasra.bel.tr/images/fotogaleri/ku%C5%9Fkayas%C4%B1_yol_an%C4
%B1t%C4%B1_1.JPG  
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Figure 25: Roman ornamaent with an aquila (100-200 A.D.) from the Cleveland 
Museum of Art. 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aquila_(Roman)  
 
 
Figure 26: The location of Sinope.   
Source: Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1430.  
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Figure 27: The plan of Serapis Temple, in Sinope.  
Source: http://www.turizmhaberleri.com/koseyazisi.asp?ID=2385   
 
 
 
Figure 28: Sinope city coin dated to 209-212 A.D. from the time of Geta. Obv: The laureate 
bust of Geta right facing with an inscription IMP C P SEPT GETA AVG – Rev: Serapis right 
facing and wearing a polos with an inscription CIF GINOPE ANN CCLV.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/geta/_sinope_RecGen_137.jpg  
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Figure 29: Sinope city coin dated to 159 A.D. from the reign od Antoninus Pius. Obv: 
Laureate bust of Antoninus Pius right facing, wit an inscription of IMP ANTONINO AVG P – 
Rev: Bull head on the top of a human leg in front of a garlanded altar, inscribed as CIF S AN 
CCIIII.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/antoninus_pius/_sinope_RecGen_113A.jpg   
 
  
Figure 30: Unearthed bull figures, from the temple of Serapis, Sinop Archeology Museum.  
Source: Summerer L. 2014: 194.   
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Figure 31: Sinope, tetradrahm from 3rd B.C.. Obv: The head of Tyche is to the right – Rev: 
Apollo is holding a lyre while sitting on an omphalos, with an inscription of “A M T”.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/paphlagonia/sinope/SNGvA_6861.jpg   
 
 
  
Figure 32: Sinope city coin dated to 120 – 63 B.C.. Obv: Head of Apollo laureate right. – 
Rev: A tripod with an inscription of “ΣΙΝΩ–ΠΗΣ”.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/paphlagonia/sinope/SNGvA_226v.jpg  
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Figure 33: Terracotta head of young Dionysos, Sinope Archaeology Museum.   
Source: Summerer L. 2014: 195.   
 
 
Figure 34: Marble statue of naked Dionysos, from the Roman time,  Sinope Archaeology 
Museum.  
Source: Saprykin S.J. 2010: 509.   
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Figure 35: Sinope city coin from the time of Gallienus, dated to 260 - 261 A.D.. 
Obv: Draped bust of Gallienus to the left with an inscription of “IMP C 
GALLIENV” – Rev: Dionysos standing to the left, behind of a panter, while holding 
thyrsus and kantharos, and there is an inscription of “CIF S ANN CCCXXX”.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/gallienus/_sinope_RecGen_168var.jpg  
 
 
 
Figure 36: The location of Amisos.  
Source: Erciyas D.B. 2003: 1430.  
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Figure 37: The general view of Amisos from the northern side.  
Source: Atasoy S. 2003: 1375.  
 
 
Figure 38: Amisos, Kurupelit archaeological site, with a water pipe which is passing through 
the remainings. 
Source: Akyüz U., Kolağasıoğlu M., Şirin O.A. 2011: 131.  
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Figure 39: Amisos, Çirişli Tepe hilltop sanctuary, and the tapering column of 55cm height.  
Source: Summerer L. 2014: 210.  
 
 
Figure 40: Amisos, Çirişli Tepe terracotta cattle figure findings, in British Museum.  
Source: Summerer L. 2014: 211. 
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Figure 41: Amisos, Çirişli Tepe the terracotta bull head finding, with a serpent figure 
between its two horns, in the British Museum.  
Source: Summerer L. 2015: 585.  
 
 
Figure 42: Amisos didrachm from the era of Hadrian and dated to 134 or 135 A.D.. Obv: 
Laureate bust of Hadrian to the right with an inscription of “AVT KAI TΡA AΔΡΙΑΝΟC CEΒ 
Π Π ΥΠ Γ” – Rev: Apollo standing and leaning on tripod, while holding a laurel on his right 
hand and there is an inscription of “AMICOV EΛΕΥΘΕΡΑC ETOVC”.  
Source:http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/hadrian/_amisos_AR2Drachm_RecGen
_85v.jpg   
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Figure 43: Amisos city coin, dated between 125 B.C. and 100 B.C.. Obv: Diademed head of 
Artemis with a bow and there is a quiver on her shoulder. – Rev: There is a tripod with an 
inscription of “ΑΜΙΣΟΥ”.  
Source:http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/pontos/amisos/SNGBMC_1139.jpg  
 
 
Figure 44: Amisos, Terracotta mask of Dionysos Botrys.  
Source: Atasoy S. 2003: 1377.   
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Figure 45: Amisos city coin, dated between 85 B.C. and 65 B.C.. Obv: The head of 
Mithridates Eupator depicted as Dionysos and wearing an ivy garland. – Rev: There is a cista 
mystica with a panther skin and a thyrsus on it, and below an inscription of “ΑΜΙΣΟΥ”.  
Source: http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/pontos/amisos/SNGBMC_1208.jpg  
 
 
 
